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This study considers the development of a d ig i t a l  4D automtic  control 
l a w  to  capture and follow a steep  glideslope (So> under low v i s ib i l i t y  
conditions and i n  turbulence, using the Micmwave Landing System (MLS) 
under developent by the FAA. The study of curved 4D f l i g h t   p t h s  leading 
t o  a steep final approach under low visibility  conditions is part of the 
Terminal Configured Vehicle program (TCV), sponsored joint ly  by NASA and 
FAA. The goals of the TCV program include the reduction of aircraft noise 
in airport  corrununities, the reduction of fuel  consumption, the reduction 
of the effects of adverse weather conditions on aircraft operations i n  
air  terminals, and the  efficient  use of airspace in congested terminal 
areas through the use of the Microwave Landing System. 
The mjor  effect of the use of steep glideslopes is in   the  area of 
noise reduction. In comparison to the currently used 2 . 5 O  t o  3O ILS 
glideslopes, the 6 O  glideslope reduces the noise perceived on the ground 
due t o  i ts  al t i tude prof i le  and thrust level. A t  equal distances f r o m  
the runway, the  a l t i tude  of  an aircraft following a 6 O  glideslope is 
almost twice the   a l t i tude  of an aircraft following a 3O glideslope. 
Thus, the  noise  level heard on the ground is  reduced due to  the  difference 
i n   a l t i t u d e  even when the same amount of noise is generated by both air- 
craft. A fmther reduction in noise is due t o   t h e  fact that   the  aircraft 
flying the 6 O  glideslope generates less engine noise, so this  s teep 
glideslope  requires a lower thrust   sett ing  than would be required by the 
same aircraft flying a 3O glideslope. This reduction in t g u s t   l e v e l  is 
of the  order  of 2:l for   the  RSFS aircraft O f  the TCV program. 
The reduction in thrust  level  associated  with  steep  glideslopes 
also reduces the fuel consumed during the final approach. The a b i l i t y  
to f l y  varying  glideslope  angles m y  also provide a method t o  avoid the  
vortex generated by large aircraft, by allowing smaller aircraft t o   f l y  
different glideslopes to reduce the 1ikelihcmd.of such encounters; 
however, further research in t h i s  area is necessary. In general, the 
abil i ty  to  f ly  steep  glideslopes provides a versa t i l i ty   tha t  can be 
useful i n  eff ic ient  use of airspace in   t he  terminal area. 
The guidance i n f o m t i o n  necessary to  f ly  steep  glideslopes in low 
v i s ib i l i t y  instrument approaches can be obtained f r o m  tl-ie Microwave 
Landing System (MLS). The MLS is a ground-based guidance system which 
provides  posit ion  infomtion  to aircraft inside i ts  volumetric coverage. 
It consists of a DME providing range i n f o m t i o n ,  an azimuth antenna 
colocated with the DME providing the aircraft's azimuth angle  relative 
t o   t h e  runway up t o  _+€io0, and an elevation antenna located a t  the glide- 
path  intercept  point  but  offset  to  the  side  of  the runway providing the 
aircraft's elevation.angle up t o  20°. A second elevation antenna located 
. further down the runway t o  provide flare guidance is also under con- 
sideration. The MLS thus has a volumetric coverage, and provides guidance 
information that can be used for  steep approaches and curved f l igh t  
paths. The major characteristics of the MLS include high accuracy of 
p s i t i o n   i n f o m t i o n ,  low sensit ivity  to  adverse weather conditions and 
volumetric coverage. 
With the high accuracy i n  posi t ion  infomtion provided by the MLS, 
it is of interest to   invest igatetheuse of low accuracy accelerometer 
2 
data in place of mre sophisticated and costly systems such as inertial 
platforms in automatic landings under turbulent weather conditions. 
Thus, i n  this study, body-munted accelerometers were used t o  provide 
acceleration information. This infomtion w a s  mixed with MLS data 
arriving at  discrete  instants  of time and with air data in a constant 
gain Kalman fi l ter  to   ob ta in  0ptim.l estimates of the aircraft velocity 
and sink rate as w e l l  as the wind velocit ies by fi l tering  out  the  noise 
associated with the various sensors. The developent of this f i l t e r  
for the longitudinal axis is given i n  Section 1 I I . B .  The results 
obtained from a simulation of the f i l t e r  are shown in Section V.  
In Section 11, the aircraft's equations of mt ion  used in the 
simulation are described. A mathematical mdel describing the deviations 
of the aircraft's longitudinal  variables f r o m  their  steady  values on a 
6 O  glideslope is obtained. The effect of lags i n  thrust  build-up and 
the effects of winds on the aircraft motion are included i n  t h i s   mde l .  
Using the Dryden spectrum, a dynamical model for the simulation of 
wind gusts is developed, then steady winds are added t o  this mdel.  The 
mdels  are expressed ?n state variable form which is  mre sui table   to  
the use of mdern estimation and control techniques. 
In Section 111, a mathematical mdel   for   the  noises  in  the various 
sensors is developed. Then a non-linear pre-pmcessor is used t o  
transform these measurements into a form mre sui table   for   f i l ter ing 
pwpses .  In  Section I I I . B ,  the  development of the filter is described 
and some aspects of its implementation are discussed. 
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In Section IV, a digi ta l   automtic   control  l a w  t o  capture and follow 
a 6 O  glideslope is developed for the longitudinal axis. The control 
l a w  uses  the aircraft variables as w e l l  as the wind estimates t o  decrease 
the aircraft's deviations from the glidepath. 
Section V describes  the results obtained f r o m  a simulation of the 
aimraft, winds, sensor errors, the f i l t e r  and the control l a w .  
It is  a pleasure t o  achowledge Dr. Thorns M. Walsh for h is  en- 
couragement of the concepts presented i n   t h i s  study. 
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11. Pbdelling of Aircraft 'Bynamics and Winds 
The general equations of mt ion   fo r  aircraft are complex nonlinear 
different ia l  equations and can be found in various texts on a i rc raf t  
dynamics C41, C51, 161. As t h i s  study considers the glide'slope capture 
and glideslope phases of the final approach, however, several simplifying 
assumptions can be made t o  reduce the complexity of these equations and 
make them mre amenable to   analyt ic  manipulations without appreciable 
degradation in their  val idi ty  C4, p. 2301, C5, pp. 254-2651. A s  the 
equations of mt ion  are used extensively in   t he  study and the computer 
simulation, the specific equations used w i l l  be described here. 
A. Aircraft dynamics with wind disturbances 
The phase of f l igh t  considered in t h i s  study is glideslope capture 
followed by a steep glideslope up t o  6 degrees flown at a constant 
airspeed of 1 2 0  h o t s  except for small fluctuations. In these phases of 
f l igh t  (Fig. 1) the   a i rcraf t  is aligned with the runway, has a zero 
or very sm11 yaw angle with respect to   the  runway as well as a zero 
bank angle except for the case of a significant cross-wind requiring a 
"crab" maneuver. The control activity for the lateral mt ion  is aimed at 
keeping the aircraft aligned with the runway, with level wings. Hence, 
all the lateral variables, i.e. yaw, roll, the i r  rates and the sideslip 
angle, have very snd1 values except for crab meuvers. Similarly, 
among the longitudinal variables, the pitch angle is small during these 
phases of flight, usually within 6 O  t o  -4O for  a 6 O  capture. 
Under these  conditions,  the  nonlinear  equations  of  mtion can be 
linearized about the steady state flight condition of the glideslope 
using well-horn methods C41 , C51, C63. The deviations f b m  the steady 
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flight  condition can be described by linear differential  equations 
which are simpler t o  use i n  analytical manipulations and are mre 
suitable for the application of mdm control theory principles. Under 
the  conditions  stated above (these conditions w i l l  be restated mre 
precisely below), the  equations of mtion  of the aircraft can be 
expressed as C2, p. 2.321: 
m<; + uor + R ~ U  - wop 0 - P W )  = -mg S ~ O  sin0 e ' 0 0 
+ mg cos@ cos0 I$ + f 
0 0 A + fT , ( 2 )  
Y Y 
- mg sin@ cos0 l# + f 
0 0 
+ fT , (3) 
AZ Z 
where 
U = steady state ine r t i a l  speed i n  the x direction 
Vo = steady state inertial speed i n  the y direction 
W steady state inerkial speed in the z direction 
0 
0 
u = perturbation i n  the  iner t ia l  speed i n  the x direction 
v = perturbation in the inertial. speed in the y direction 
w = perturbation in the inertial speed in the z direction 
P = steady state roll rate 
Qo steady state pitch rate 
Ro = steady state yaw rate 
0 
p = perturbation in roll rate 
q = perturbation in pitch rate 
r = perturbation in yaw ra t e  
steady state roll angle 
@O 
0 = steady state pitch angle 
0 
IYO 
steady state yaw angle 
9 = perturbation in roll angle 
8 = perturbation i n  pitch angle 
q, = perturbation in yaw angle 
fAx = pertmbation i n  net aerodynamic force along the x direction 
f% = perturbation in  net aerodynamic force along the y direction 
fk = perturbation in net aerodynamic force along the z direction 
fTx = perturbation in thrust   dong  the x direction 
= perturbation i n  thrust  along  the y direction 
fTz = perturbation in thrust  along  the x direction 
fTY 
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. .  . . I. m I, ,111, I I I  II ~ 
EA = perturbationinroll ing  mmnt due t o  aerodynamic forces 
m = p e r t ~ b a t i o n  in 
n = per tma t ion  in 
= perturbation in 
y = perturbation in 
r+, = perturbation in  
A 
A 
pitching rmment due t o  aerodynamic forces 
yawing m m t  due t o  aerodynamic forces 
roll ing mment due t o  thrust 
pitching mment due to   th rus t  
yawing mmnt due to   th rus t  
These equations are valid  for any set of right-handed rectangular 
body-fixed axes, i .e.,  right-handed reference fi?ame.fixed to   the  body of 
the aircraft with  the  origin  located at the aircraft's center  of mass. 
Figwe 2 shows the sign conventions and the  vectors  pictorially  for  the 
vertical  plane. The assmptions and approxin&ions used in  arriving 
at equations (1) - (6)  are given below. 
1. The earth i s  assumed t o  be flat and fixed in an inertial reference 
frame ; 
2. The perturbations in the angles are smll, so tha t  
COS e = COS+ = 1 
3. The second order terms in the perturbations are negligible 
re la t ive  to   the first order terms in the pertuFkitions; 
4. The aircraft is a r igid body. 
In this form, equations (1) - (6) are coupled; however, i f  the 
steady state flight condition is taken t o  be the glideslope, these 
8 
I 
equations can be decoupl 
described by: 
ed  and simplified. This steady state flight is 
Hence, for this steady flight condition, the equations of mtion simplify 
t o  : 
m(; + w q> -mg cosoo8 + fA 
0 + fT 
X X 
Equations (10) - (12) contain only longitudinal variables, whereas 
Eqns. (13)- (15) contain only lateral variables so that the equations are 
now decoupled. As this study is concerned with glideslope capture and 
glideslope tracking, only the longitudinal equations of mtion  (i.e., 
Eqns. (10) - (12)) w i l l  be considered in the following. 
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I 
Throughout this study, mainly three sets of coordinate axes w i l l  be 
used: the earth fixed axis, the body axis and the  s t ab i l i t y  axes. The 
earth-fixed coordinate frame (x e' 'ey e z has its origin  fixed on a 
specified  point on the  runway at which the  aircraft is going t o  land; 
the x axis is along the runway, the direction in which the aircraft 
w i l l  land being positive; i .e. ,  at touchdown the AIC w i l l  have a positive 
veolcity along xe.  The z axis is  vertical positive downwards; and ye 
e 
e 
is  perpendicular t o  both xe and ze with  the  positive end in the  direction 
t o  make the coordinate frame right-handed. As the earth is assumed t o  
be stationary with respect t o  an inertial frame, (xe, ye, ze) is itself 
an inertial frame. 
Two body-fixed axes with their   origin  f ixed at the  center  of mass 
of the A/C are also used: the body (%, yb, zb) and s t ab i l i t y  (xs, ys, 
axes. The x,, axis is  in the A / C ' s  plane of symmetry and is taken 
t o  be along the fuselage reference line of  the A/C, positive towards the 
nose; the y axis is  positive towards the r ight  wing, and % is positive 
downwards; this  reference frame will be referred  to  as the body axes. 
The s tab i l i ty  axes (x z can be obtained fmmthe  body axes by a 
rotation of a about the yb axis such tha t  when the  A/C is in i ts  steady 
state flight condition, i ts  velocity vector is along the positive x 
axis. The equations of mt ion   fo r   t he  aircraft (10 - 1 2 )  w i l l  be m i t t e n  
i n  the  s tabi l i ty  axes. 
b 
s' ys, s 
0 
S 
In the above equations, the term fA represents the total algebraic 
X 
change in the  value  of  the aerodynamic force  along the xs axis due t o  
chahges in  the  values of the aercdynamic and control surface variables; 
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the dhanges in the  forces and variables are referenced to the steady 
s ta te  values of the corresponding forces and variables. The r m i n i n g  
terms in equations (10 - 12) are  defined similarly. For the longitudinal 
eqns. of mtion,   the  aerodynamic forces and mments involved are the 
lift and drag forces and the  pitching m m t ;  the  effects of thrust  are 
described separately by the terms with subscript T. These forces arid 
mments can be expressed.- follows: 
- 1  q - p v 2  
2 a  
where L, D, T and M represent the l i f t ,  drag, thrust forces and the 
pitching moment respectively, i s  the dynamic pressure , Va the airspeed, 
u - the  perhubation of V a t s  compnent  along the xs axis, a - the  perturbation 
in the  angle  of  attack, - the time ra te  of change of a, q  the  pitch  rate 
of the A / C  re la t ive   to   the   absphere ,  6e the  perturbation in the  elevator 
surface deflection, 6 the perturbation in the stabilizer surface de- 
flection, 6T the percturbation in the thrust force, S the wing area and 
- -  
S 
e the mean aercdynamic chord. Note that the aedynamic forces and 
mmts  depend on the  mtion of the aircraft relat ive  to   the  amsphere 
such as u , a, etc . , rather than the inertial mtion  variables u , o , e tc  . 
Thus the  effect  of winds is automtically included into  the equations of 
mtion. If the perhrbation in the angle of attack of the iner t ia l  
velocity, say a, is  defined as 
"
a a = tan-1 w - w  u o + u  - 
uO 
", w < < u  u < < u  
0, 0' 
then 
a = a + a  - W' 
a = a + a  - w3 
(22)  
( 2 3 )  
(24) 
( 2 5 )  
where the  subscript w denotes the component due t o  winds. 
Using Figure 2 ,  it i s  seen that the  total  aerodynamic forces 






The forces due t o   t h r u s t  are 
= Tcos(a + 4,) 
0 
(28)  
From these equations, we can obtain expressions for the  perturbed 
force and m m t s  by using a Taylor series where second and higher 
order terms are neglected, hence, 
aFAx "Ax aFAx aFAx aFAx aFAx 
f :- S u+- S a + -, 9+a6e 
AxS 36s au - aa - a& - - as 
s =  a+- S S 6e + - 6s - - 
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the steady state condition. 
- Similarly, fAz , fm , fTZs, mA and 9 can be expressed by a truncated 
S S 
Taylor series of the same form. The partial derivatives in these 
expressions can be expressed in t e r n  of the partial derivatives of 
the lift, drag, thrust  and pitching m m e n t  coefficients, i .e. ,  the 
stability derivatives. The equations of mtion thus obtained are given 
below. 
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- c .i - c q}{-x 6e - cL 6s + cTZ  TI La- Lg- 6e 6s 6T 
where W has been  taken  to  be  zero.  After some manipulation,  these 
equations  can  be  expressed in state  variable  form.  However,  we  shall 
first  derive some further  equations and include  those  as  well in the 
state  variable  model. 
0 
First  note  that  the  flight  path  angle, y, shown in Figure 2 can 
be expressed  as 
Now,  let  (x,z>  be  the  coordinates  of  the  aircraft's  center of mass 
along  the  earth-fixed  coordinate frame x and z . Then  the  ground  speed, 
2, and  the sink rate, B, are given  by 
e  e 
2 = V.COS~ = V~COS(Y~ + e - CC) 
1 
( 3 5 )  
5 -v. siny = -usin( yo + e 1 + wcos(y0 + e 1 
1 
14 
( 3 7 )  
Since the  s tabi l i ty  axis is chosen t o  correspond to  the  glideslope, 
the ground speed, x and the sink rate, zo, of the aircraft in the 
steady state condition are given by 
0, 
x = u cosy , 
0 0 0 
(38) 
z = -u s i n y  , 
0 0 0 (39) 
as in this steady state condition the speed along the z axis (i .e. ,  
i s  zero. Hence, the perturbation in the ground speed and sink rate are 
S wO' 
;.- ( z  - z 1 = -Usin(yo + e >  + Wcos(yo'+ 0 )  + U sinyo (41) 
0 0 0 
Substituting the equations 
u = u o + u ,  w = w  + u =  w ,  
0 
(42 1 
O = [cos(yo + e )  - cosyol + u'cos(yo + 8) + - w Sin(Y0 + e )  
uo uO 
= - - siny e + cosy u' + siny a; (44) 
0 0 0 
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( z  - zo> 
uO 
= -Csin(y0 + e >  - s h y o l  . -  u'sin(y0 w + e )  
+ e )  + uo 
2 -COSY e - s h y  U' + COSY ~1. (46 
0 0 0 
Thus the perturbations in ground speed and sink rate can be 
expressed as linear functions of 0 ,  u' and c1 by (44) and (46)  as long as 
the perturbations in the pitch angle, 8 ,  are  s d l .  Note that  the 
perturbations (x(t> - xo( t )>  and ( z ( t >  - zo(t>) i n  ground distance and 
al t i tude correspond to the variable time, i .e.x(t) - x (t), is  the 
perturbation or error in the x position  of  the aircraft r e l a t ive   t o  where 
it should have been at that time. Hence, i f  these errors are zero, 
the aircraft not only keeps an average ine r t i a l  speed of Uoy but also 
has t o  be at specified positions a t  the appropriate time; i.e. x - x 
z - z represent 4D (four dimensional) m r s  which include time as a 
variable. 
0 
0 ,  
0 
To include the effects of the servo responses of the actuators, we 
shal l   a lso d e l  the  thrust  and s tabi l izer   mtions dynamically by l inear 
equations. Thus , 
6? = -. 56T + .2986th 
6th = u3 , {s = u2 
where 6T, 6th and 6 s  are perturbations of thrust, throttle and 
(47 
(48 
s tabi l izer  f r o m  their steady state value, respectively. The elevator . 
1 6  
is not  mdeled in this fashion as its mt ion  is relatively fast, i.e. 
its time constant is much lower than the others. Thus the thrust &el 
takes the "spool up" time of  the engine into account, at least linearly. 
Now. the  equations  of  mtion of the aircraft, the 4D perturbations  in 
the groundspeed and sink rate and the effects of  the  actuator  responses 
can be combined into a state variable d e l .  Let the state vector x be 
defined as 
x - x  z - z  
X' = ( e  a q 0 0 6T 6th 6s)  
uO  uO 
(49) 
Then equations (31) - (331, (441, (46) - (48) can be combined into the 
vector equation 
x = A x + B u + D w  (50) 
where u' = ( 6 e  6's 6th) , w = ( u i  aW and A , 8 and D correspond 
to  the  appropriate  coefficients in the original equations and are 
given below 
A =  I 
0 0 0 
a21 a22 a23 
a31 a32 a33 
a41 a42 a43 
-sinyo cosy s inyo  
0 
0 0 0 
-cosy - s h y  cosy 
0 0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
a3 4 0 






0 0 0 0 
0 a2  7 0 a2 9 
0 a 3  7 0 a3 9 
0 a4 7 0 a4 9 
0 0 0 0 
0' 0 0 0 
0 a77 a 7 8  0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 7  



















0 -  
¶ D =  
0 0 0 
a2 2 a2 3 0 
a3 2 a3 3 d3 3, 
a4 2 a4 3 d4 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 -  
The expressions for the  elements of the mtrices A, B and D are 
given in   t he  Appendix. Hence, the aircraft equations of m t i o n  along 
with 4D error .equations i n  ground speed and sink rate have been mdeled 
by a linear state variable model. It sould be noted, however, that the 
equations have been obtained by linearization  of  the  nonlinear  equations 
about the  steady  flight  condition cf a glideslope with angle yo and a 
constant airspeed Uo; hence, these equations provide a realistic model 
of the aircraft m t i o n  provided that the  deviations f r o m  this steady 
flight condition are small. 
B. Wind Modeling 
To complete the aircraft mdel  given by (501, the wind vector w has 
t o  be specified. The components of this vector consist of u' the 
normalized wind velocity in the -x direction; aW. the part of the angle 
of attack due t o  winds, and %, the   rotat ion  of   the  awsphwe about the 
y axis. The u' and CL components are mdeled as consisting of a gust 
component with zero average value and a steady component (i.e. the 
average value u' and awl. Hence, 
W Y  
S 
S W W 
W 
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u' = u' + u' = (u 
w g s  
+ us>/va (51) 
(52) 
where V i s  the airspeed. a 
The gust components can be modeled using the well-known Dryden ' 
spectrum C41. This method consists of using spectral factorization methods 
to  obtain a dynamical system which generates a random process  having  the 
specified power spectral density when driven by white noise. Let u (t) 
be the gust velocity with respect t o   ea r th  at time t; then the covariance 
function of the random process u (t) is defined as 
g 
g 
where u (t) is assumed t o  be a wide-sense stationary random p m e s s  
with zero mean and E denotes the statistical expectation operator 
C71, C81. The  power spectral density of this process is then defined 





then, the variance of u (t) or the power of the random process is given 
g 
bY 
& Definitions  of  the  Fourier  transform  differing m m  (54) by the 
factors 1 / 2 ~ r ,  l/&, 2 / ~ r  are sometimes used i n  the  literature, we 
shal l  use the  definit ion given above. 
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The Dryden spectra  describe  the statistical behavior of the wind 
gust velocities in the aircraft body coordinates by specifying  their 
F e r  spectTal densities in terms of the spatial frequency Q ,  [SI. 
where b is the wing span, Lu and L, are the  scales of turbulence, and Q 
is the sptial  frequency related t o   t h e  temporal frequency w by 
The wind gust  velocities  along  the aircraft's body axes w i l l  be 
denoted by the subscript b. It is  assumed tha t  u is uncorrelated with 
gb 
both w and q ; but w and q are correlated,  since q is due t o  
gb  gb  gb  gb gb 
the variation of w along the aircraft's body. Using Taylor's hypothesis 
of a "frozen field," [lO], these  spectra can be expressed i n  terms of the 
gb 
temporal frequency w by 
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I 
A mathematical rodel of the gusts can be obtained using spectral 
factorization C U I ,  C121, C131. 
1. Model of u&, - Using (561, (60) and (511, the  spectrum of u' 
gb 
can be found to be 
This corresponds t o  a system with  transfer  'function Gu(s) driven by 
a white  noise  with power 2L o2 / V3 (ft2/sec2 )/Hz. u u  a 
1 
1 + - s  





2. Model of agb - Using ( 5 7 )  and (60) the  spectrum of a can be 
- g 
found t o  be 
F h m  equation (651, it is seen that a system with transfer function 
G ( s )  , given below, driven by w h i t e  noise  with power u L /V:(ft2/sec2)/Hz 
generates the spectrum in (64). 
. 2  
a w w  
L l + & F s  
G ( s )  = -a a 
1 + 2- Lw s + ( y s 2  
'a 
(66)  
3. Model of qgb - Using (58) and (601, the power spectral density 
of  q  can  be found t o  be 
gb 
The cross-correlation of q and a is specified by the i r  cmss- 
gb gb 
spectral density 
From (68) and (691, it can be seen tha t  if a (t) is input into 
gb 
t he   f i l t e r  
G ( s )  = S 




then, both the power spectral  density and the cross-spectral density 
requirements w i l l  be m e t .  A block diagram for generating the wind gust 
velocities is given in Figure 3. The inputs w , ( t )  and w , ( t >  are 
uncorrelated gaussian white noise processes. It should be noted that t o  
obtain a stationary process, an initial period for the   set t l ing of the 
transients due t o  unmatched initial conditions need be allowed or the  
i n i t i a l  conditions .so chosen as t o  obtain a stationary process 
immediately. Otherwise, the process would be non-stationary for a time 
corresponding t o  a f e w  time constants. 
4. Models of u i  and as  - The steady winds can also be mdeled by 
differential equations, i.e.,  by sett ing the derivative of the variable 
equal to  zero, and the initial condition equal t o   t h e  value of the steady 
wind. To allow fo r  slow variations a forcing function with a small 
magnitude can be added. Thus, the steady components w i t h  respect t o  
the earth-fixed axes are d e l e d  as 
Us(O) w0(O) 
6' w3, is = w4 ; u'(0) = ___ y O s ( O )  = ___ 
uO uO 
S S 
where u (0) and w (0) are the steady wind values, and w3, w4 are in- 
dependent white noise processes w i t h  very small per. To.obtain the 
t o t a l  winds u' and a the gust and steady components are first 
transformed in to   the   s tab i l i ty  axes and then added as shown in (511, (52) .  
S S 
W W Y  
Thus the wind vector w in (50) can be expressed as the output of a 
linear system. The transfer functions G u ( s ) ,  G a ( s >  and G (SI can be 
expressed in different ia l  equation form, and then these equations can 
be put into state variable form. 
9 
23 
= %W + BwS, w = CwW, 
where A, Bw and Cw are given by 
0 1 











































o -COSCL -COS(O + e > 
0 0 
0 s i n a  -sin(uo + e >  
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1 -  
(72) 
S ~ ( U  + e >  
0 




Thus, equation (50) describes the aircraft's mt ion  due t o  dhanges 
in the  control  variables and wind conditions, while (72) describes the 
statistical properties of wind gust velocities and steady winds. Hence, 
the aircraft ' s equations of mt ion  have been expressed by a linear dynamical 
system of equations i n  state variable form. 
C. Discretization of the Eauations of Motion, 
In this  section,  the  equation  of  mtion  given in (50) and the wind 
equations given in (72)  are discretized; i.e., the differential equations 
(501, (72') are replaced by difference equations which update the state 
variables f r o m  one sampling instant to the next. There are two major 
reasons that lead  to  the  discretization of the .equations of mtion. 
The first is due t o   t h e  simulation of the aircraft's mt ion  on a d ig i ta l  
computer. Due t o  the nature of d ig i ta l  computers, the integration of the 
equations of mt ion  has t o  be performed in a discrete mer. The 
second, and mre imprrtant, reason is inherent in the operation of 
some of the components of the system. The aircraft's position is obtained 
f r o m  the Microwave Landing System (MLS) which provides th i s  data a t  discrete 
intervals of time, rather than continuously. Furthemare, the aircraft's 
control system includes a d ig i ta l  computer t o  perform the  operations 
required for the implementation of the control l a w .  Thus , the control 
c o m d s  a t  the computer output are, of necessity, discrete. These 
considerations lead to  the  discretization of the equations of motion. 
L e t  5 = k'k. be the times at which the aircraft ' s state has t o  
be known; then it is required that the state be updated from tk t o  tk+l. 
This can be done by integrating equation (50) .  The result is given by 
C14 1 : 
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A; i.e. @(t> is the matrix where #(t> is the  transit ion mtrix of 
exponential eAt . Now, since the control l a w  is d ig i ta l ,  we shall  assume 
that  the  control c m d  does not vary over one sampling period, i.e., 
u(t> = %, 5 2 t < tk+1 
Using ( 74) and the change of variable 
(74) 
(73) can be expressed as 
Now, the wind equations ( 7 2 )  can be integrated in a similar m e r  
t o  obtain: 
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where wk and W represent w ( t k >  and W(\), respectively, and': k 
It can be shown that (5 1 is a white noise sequence C151, with covariance k 
T 
R = E(5  5' 1 = J $,(T - T)B~B;$;(T - T)dT, 
5 k k  0 
(78)  
where F6(t - s) is the covariance of the continuous w h i t e  noise process 
<(t). Now, note that 
T 
W ( t k  + T) CwQw(~)Wk + J Q w ( ~  - S)Bwc(tk + s)ds. 
0 
(79)  
After substituting (79)  into (75)  and some manipulation 
where 5 represents x(tk), and 
AT T T 4 = e , r = c [  Q(T - s)dslB,rw = 1 Q(T - s)EwQw(s)ds, (81)  
0 0 
': The ma*ices A , Bw and Cw have been evaluated at the steady flight 
condition for These derivations. 
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It should be noted that In  } is also a white  noise sequence , and 
which includes those effects of  the winds which are not  correlated t o  
Wk. Thus, equations (80) and (76) are the discrete versions of the 
aircraft equations of mtion (50) and wind equations (721, respectively. 
These equations can be programned on a d ig i t a l  computer t o  simulate  the 
mt ion  of the aircraft under various w i n d  conditions, and in the develop- 




111. Developrent of the F i l t e r  Eq-tions 
The aircmft position is obtained f r o m  the  Microwave Landing 
System (MLS) . This data is obtained at discrete intmvals of time and 
with high accuracy. The discrete character of the data d e s  it 
sui table   for   digi ta l  processing. Since the data has a high accuracy, 
it is of interest to  investigate  the  possibility  of  deriving  the 
signal parameters used by the guidance and c0n-b-d system without the 
use of costly inertial navigation systems. This can be done by 
pmcessing MLS data and other  sensor  outputs through a f i l t e r  which 
estimates the desired pam=ters. Hence, in this section, the equations 
defining  the filter processing w i l l  be developed using MLS data, air 
data and body mmted  accelerometers without using jnertial platform 
data. A discrete-time Kalman f i l ter  with constant coefficients to reduce 
t h e   m u n t  of on-board computation w i l l  be used for f i l t e r ing  purposes. 
A. Develoment of Measurement  Models 
To describe  the  characteristics of the  data  obtained from various 
sensors, simple models which describe sensor errors s t a t i s t i ca l ly  w i l l  
be developed. Models for these measurements including the associated 
m r s  are required both for simulation and fi l tering developents.  As 
a Kalrnan filter will be used for processing,  the m r s  in   the  measurements 
wil be described as additive  for f i l ter  design purposes; however, when 
this is unrealistic a different  mdel w i l l  be used for  the  simulation 
of the m r s  whi’ch are actually input to the fi l ter .  It w i l l  be 
assumed that  the  bias e m r  in the measurements is either  negligible or 
has been subtracted f h m  the data; otherwise, a pre-filter should be 
included for tha t  purpose. As this study considers the longitudinal 
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equations of mtion,   the  measurements considered here are those which 
affect the longitudinal variables. The measurements considered md   t he  
associated  source of the measurements are listed below. 
Y, = pitch angle (gyro) 
Y2 = pit& rate ( g y m  1 
Y3 = slant range (MLS 1 
Y4 = elevation angle (MLS) 
Y, = al t i tude (barometric) 
y, sink rate (barometric) 
Y7 = acceleration along zs (body-munted accelerometer) 
Y8 true airspeed (air data computer) 
Y, = acceleration along  (body-munted accelerometer) 
The sensor d e l s  used for the simulation of the measurements are 
given below. 
Y1 = O ~ + ~ + V ~  = o  +x1 + V 1  
0 
y2 = e - v2 = x4 + V, 
2 
Y3 [(Vox5 + x. - xa> + ‘U0”6 + z - z 121 + v3 112 o a  




1 + x 2 .  
Y7 = u c + n x 3  + x3 - x4(l -k x2 + COSXl - cosx3)l + v7 
0 cosLx3 (83g) 
Y, = u (  1 + U ' '  - ) v , '  
0 cos5 (83h) 
yg = u0cG2 + (1 + x2)x4tanx3 + G3sinx3 - X4SinXl ]  + v, (83 i )  
where x and z are the 4D coordinates of the desired glideslope at a 
given time, x. for i 2 1 is the ith component of the  state  vector x 
given i n  ( 5 0 ) ,  ze is the vertical coordinate of the elevation antenna, 
X z are the coordinates of the azimuth a n t m a  and V. is the noise 
introduced by the sensor. The expressions for the accelerations in 
Y7 and Yg are obtained by writing the inertial velocities along the 
x and ze axes i n  terms of the state variables, differentiating with 
respect  to time and then transforming these  accelerations  to  the  stability 
axes, x z . The earth-fixed  coordinate system is referenced with 
respect t o  a pint on runway centerline corresponding to  the  position  of 
the elevation 1 antenna. The values for the standard deviations of the 
sensor  noises w e r e  chosen t o  reflect current instrumentation standamis 
Cl61, C171; these are shown in Table 1. 
0 0 
1 
a' a 1 
e 
s' s 
To use these measurements as input t o   t he  Kalman f i l ter  it is 
necessary t o  express them as linear combinations of  the aircraft  state 
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variables x and wind variables W with additive noise. To achieve 
this a pre-filter processor is used. This processor is nonlinear and 
consists of a general  coordinate  transfownation t o  obtain  the  variables 
suitable for fi l tering. The equations describing the pmcessing performed 
are given below. 
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I 
whze ha is the  height of the  elevation antenna above the azimuth a n t m ,  
x is the distance of the Az. antenna f r o m  the origin, L is  given by 
(x /cosn), r is the range from the elevation antenna, E is a column 
vector equal to  the jth column of the identity matrix and v is a pseudo 
mise representing  the  additive mise in the processed measurement vector 
y. The first equality in (85) gives the processing done t o  obtain y 
fro311 the   to ta l  measurements Y, while the second equality (i.e. the 
right hand side of (85) )  provides the measurement d e l  which is used 
in   t he  development of the filter. This mdel  can be written in matrix 
form as 
a e 
a e j 
j 
where C1 and C2 correspond to  the  appropriate  coefficients given i n  
the second equality of (85).  Thus, a mthematical model t o  simulate 
the noisy measurements Y , a nonlinear  processor and a linear measurement 
mdel  with  additive  noise  for  the development of a Kalman f i l ter  are 
obtained. 
B. Development of  Fi l ter  Equations 
The output of the pre-fi l ter  processor, y , given in (86) can be k 
used as the  input   to   the filter. In turn , the filter reduces the noise 
introduced by the  sensors by optimally weighing new data  versus  previous 
estimates and also generates estimates of  variables which are not 
directly measured using  the  equations by which the dynamical system is 
governed. The variables which are not directly measured include the 
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angle  of  attack and the wind velocities;  thus  the filter output provides 
optimal  estimates  of all the state variables and the wind velocities. 
The control system uses these estimates t o  calculate the  control surface 
settings  thus  closing  the  loop around the aircraft viewed as a dynamic4 
system. 
Since estimates of the wind velocities as w e l l  as the aircraft state 
variables are t o  be obtained, it is desirable t o  combine the aircraft 
equations of mt ion  (801, and the wind mde l  (76)  into a single system 
of equations. Thus, le t  
In this notation (801, ( 7 6 )  and (86) can be written as 
Now, it is desired to  obtain  estimates , <, of 3 using the 
available measurements y A Kalman f i l ter  for the system given in (88) 
would pmvide optimal estimates of s. Note tha t ,  whatever processing 
is done by the f i l ter ,  it w i l l  require a certain  mount of time on a 
k' 
d ig i ta l  computer; thus  the estimtes w i l l  be available for use by the 
control system only after the  f i l ter ing computations have been 
performed. It i s  h o r n  tha t  such delays i n  the control loop can lead 
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to   ins tab i l i ty  C181 i n  digital  control systems i f  they are not compensated. 
Thus it is desirable to obtain estimates with minimum delay. This can 
be accomplished by predicting 3 f r o m  the past measurements 
yk-l, yk-2, . . . ; i. e. without using the present measurement y I n   t h i s  
way,. at time t the measurements y are obtained and the computations 
necessary t o  obtain me init iated.  If these computations  can  be 
performed in less than one  sampling period, T, then is available at 
time t Hence, a one-step predictor algorithm is best  suited for this 






by (88) are the well-laom Kahan equations C191, C201, C211. 
h 
Pk+l - CXP~CX'  - CXP C'CCPkC' + RkI 'CPk.' + Q, , -1 k 
G k ciPkC'  CCPkC' + $1-1 
n 
where P is the covariance of the error, 3 - 3, and the measurement k 
and state noise covariances are given by 
Note tha t  (89a) is a predictor algorithm since it uses which is 
available at time tk t o  compute X,+l which is not used until t.,+l; (89b) 
propgates the e m r  covariance and ( 8 9 ~ )  gives the filter gain matrix. 
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It is important t o  note   that   to  update the estimates recursively as 
shown i n  (89a) only the  gain matrix  is needed. Gk 
It is well-known tha t  i f  the  noise  covariances Q and do not k %  
depend on time, i.e., 
Qk Q, R, for  all k 
then the solution P of the matrix equation of Riccati type given by 
(89b) converges t o  a steady state error covariance, say P, for  a broad 
class of dynamical systems (a, f3,C). The observability of ( a  ,C> is a 
sufficient but not necessary condition for the convergence of P a 
necessary and sufficient condition is given in C211. Thus, in the steady 
state situation,  the  gain % also converges t o  a corresponding value , 
say G, given by ( 8 9 ~ ) .  Hence, the filter (89a) becomes a time-invariant 
system. The implications of this convergence to  the implementation of 
t h e   f i l t e r  are that   the  error covariance equation (89b) can be solved 
off-line and the steady state gain G can be computed p r io r   t o   f l i gh t ;  
so that   the  only computations which need t o  be performed in rea l  time, 
i.e. during f l igh t ,  are the operations described by (89a).  A s  the 
propgation  of  the error covariance generally requires a very large 
nmber of computations compared t o   t h e  update of the estimates, the 
use of the steady state gain reduces the number of operations  that need 
t o  be performed on-line considerably. The reduction in computation time 
thus gained may allow the use of a sophisticated mdel for the aircraft 




of computations required can further  be decreased by taking advantage 
of the special properties of the matrices involved. However, for  the.  
mst general case where no special properties are present,  the 
number of multiply-add operations  required t o  update the  estimates f r o m  
one sample t o   t h e  next is roughly given by n(n + p ' +  Zm), where n is 
the rider of  variables which are estimated (i.e. the dimension of 
p is the number of control variables (i.e. the dimension of uk> and m 
i s  the number of measurements. 
3) , 
In this study, the steady state gains were used t o  take advantage 
of the reduction in the number of on-line computations required. If 
no advantage of the special form of a and B is taken, the number of 
nnd"tiply-add operations required is 646 per update. Taking advantage of 
the form of a and as given in (87b) t h i s  nmiber can be reduced t o  468. 
Further substantial reductions are possible using the properties of 4 ,  
+W, 
C1 and C 2 ;  however these were not investigated in th i s  study. If 
new estimates are required a t  a r a t e  of ten  per second, the above 
computations would require that one multiply-add operation be performed 
in a maximm period of 200 psec, including memory  access time. Sim- 
ulations of the f i l ter  under various conditions w e r e  done. Plots of 
these runs ax shown in Figures 6 - 12; these are discussed in Section V. 
A block diagram of the fi l ter  is given in Figure 4. 
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IV, Developent of Digital Autorrg&"tc . . Control . . .  " Law -~ 
During the final approach phase, the aircraft aligns itself 
with  the runway during  localizer  capture and s tabi l izes  on a straight 
and level course, it remains on t h i s  course until  the  glideslope 
capture maneuver starts, then follows the  glideslope  until the flare 
maneuver brings it t o  touchdown. Thus, as the aircraft starts t o  capture 
the glideslope its control surfaces are set so as t o  follow a constant 
a l t i tude s t ra ight  line f l igh t  path. Hence, the function of the control 
l a w  t o  be developed is to   take  the aircraft f r o m  this condition t o  
another steady condition with a constant sink rate and follow  the 
f l igh t  path defined by the glideslope in an automatic mode using a 
d ig i ta l  computer fo r  the control l a w  computations. In terms of the 
aircraft equations of mt ion  given by (501, t h i s  comesponds to   s t a r t i ng  
f r o m  an initial state  that   describes a constant speed level   f l ight  
condition and bringing  the state variables x t o  a value as c lose   to  zero 
as allowed by the wind conditions. A s  the state vector x represents 
the  deviation of the aircraft longitudinal  variables f m m  the i r  value 
on the glideslope, a value of zero f o r  x means no deviation f r o m  the 
desired flight path. As the winds, however, will cause deviations f r o m  
t h i s   f l i gh t  path, it is necessary for  the control l a w  t o  take action 
against deviations caused by random wind gusts. These objectives can 
be mathematically described by a quadratic  cost  function  that  penalizes 
mre for  large values of x (i.e. large deviations f r o m  the glideslope) 
than values close t o  zero: 
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where and w are non-negative definite matrices chosen so as t o  reflect 
the relat ive importance of deviations in   t he  state variables and controls 
f r o m  their   desired values and E denotes the statistical expectation 
operator. Thus, a control l a w  is judged depending on the value of the 
cost function J(u); a small value for   J(u)  corresponds t o  small deviations 
from the glideslope, hence t o  a "good" control law.  Thus , it is desirable 
to   f ind a control l a w  for  which the  cost  function is minimum or at  
least s d l .  
A. -___ Discretization  of  the Cost Function -" 
The aircraft equations of mt ion  (50)  and the wind model (72)  w e r e  
discretized in Section I I C .  The cost function (92)  can also be 
discretized El51 under the  assmptions  that   the measurement noise ( v k l  
and the wind generation noise {%I  have zero mean and are gaussian, and 
that  the  control  u(t> remains constant over each sampling period, i .e. ,  
equation (74)  holds. If the cost function is  discretized then the 
opt% control problem.of minimizing J(u)  under the constraints of (80) 
and (76)  can be solved using dynamic programning. 
F i r s t  note that (92  1 can be broken down t o  a sum of terms by in- 
tegrating  over each sampling period. 
Now, using (50) and (721, and x ( t >  and W ( t )  can be expressed as 
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where '$ ( s )  and  $w(s)  are  the matrix exponentids  eAs  and e , 
respectively,  and 
L 
Note  that  x(tk),  W(tk), r(T) r,(T) I) @(TI, $,(TI vk(T) and Ek(T) 
correspond  to $, Wk r rw @ , $, vk and Sk respectively  in 
previous  notation.  The  above  expressions for x(t + s )  and  W(tk + s )  
can be  substituted  into a general  term of the  sumrration  in  (931,  after 
some  manipulation  we  obtain 
k 
\+l T 
E /  [x'(t>ox(t> -t u'(t)&(t)ldt = E/ [x1(\ + s)&(tk + SI 
tk 0 (96a) 
+ ut(% + s)Eu(t, + s)lds 
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where 
and < is a constant depending only on the covariance of the white noise 
process <(t). It should be noted tha t  nk(s) and Sk(s) depend only on 
the  values  of < (t 1 which occur a f t e r  tk ; t h i s  can  be  seen from ( 9 5b)  and 
( 9 5 ~ ) .  On the other hand xk and Wk depend on the values of <(t) before 
5. Since <(t) is a zero mean gaussian white noise process, its 
values before tk and those after t are independent; thus, k 
Hence, the terms i n  (96a)  which involve the cross-correlations in (98) 
do not influence the discrete cost function (96b). On the other hand, 
note that < does not depend on the values of the s. Thus, it does not 
affect the minimization of the  discrete  cost  function  with respect t o  % 
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and can be ignored. The above result is surmnarized i n  the following 
lemma. 
Lemna 1 The cost function J given by (93) and the discrete costs 
function Jl given below di f fe r  by a constant independent of x ,  hence, 
J and J1 are equivalent as far as minimization with respect t o  % is 
concerned. 
Thus, the continuous cost function can be expressed i n  terms of  the 
samples of the variables at the sampling instants,  . Note tha t  (99)  
contains cross product terms between the aircraft variables \ and the 
wind velocities W and the controls k yc, whereas the continuous cost 
function contains no cross product terms. It can be seen f r o m  (97) tha t  
the cross terms as well as the quadratic terms represent the effect of 
the dynamics i n  between sampling instants. A s  the system response 
between the sampling instants i s  included in the discrete cost function, 
it becomes possible t o  use sampling periods larger than generally used, 
thus allowing more time fo r  computation during updates of the  estimates 
and the  control. 
tk 
B. Solution  of  the Optirm1 Control Problem . "
The opt% control problem of minimizing a quadratic  cost  function 
with the  constraint of a linear dynamical system with gaussian statistics 
has been extensively treated in the literature C22 and the references 
therein]. The problem considered here differs f r o m  the usual one in two 
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ways; the cost function contains cross products terms as mentioned in 
the previous section and the state of  the system is affected by a 
random disturbance which can be described by linear dynamics; i.e. the 
disturbance is not white noise. The case of non-random disturbances 
was  -treated in C231,  C241,  C251. The problem considered here is also 
t reated  in  C26l. 
Consider the optimal sampled-data control problem posed by the 
aircraft dynamics (50 1 , the wind mdel  (72) the control constraint (74) 
the discrete measurement equations (85) and the costs function (93) .  In  
earlier sections this sampled-data problem has been reduced t o  a 
discrete form with the discrete   a i rcraf t  equations described by (801, 
the wind mdel  by (761, the measurements by (85) and the cost function 
by (99). ?"nus, the optin" control problem is reduced t o  minimizing 
the cost function (99) with respect to   the  control  sequence {uk}, where 
% is  r e s t r i c t ed  to  depend only on the past measurements {y 0 I i I k - 1) 
as these m e a s u r e m e n t s  only are available for controlling the aircraft.:; 
i' 
To derive the control uk which minimizes the cost function (99) the 
dynamic programming method C271 w i l l  be used. Thus, consider a general 
tm in (99). 
A This res-iction is mathematically interpreted as: % is measurable 
with  respect t o  the 0-algebra generated by the random variables 
Cyi, 0 I i I k - 11. ' 
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A 
Note tha t  as E(xAQxo) and E(xANWo) are constants they can be excluded 
from the m2nimization, so that  the  general  term in (99) can be written 




D P r + P2k$w, % R + T'PLkr, k lkw 
Glk - r'Plk$ + M, G2k rlDk + S, 
4, = -E(W'T'D W + n'P Q + Q'P 5 ). 1 2 k w k k   k l k k  k 2 k k  (102c) 
F i r s t  note that the cross-correlations of \, Wk % with q or 
k 
and similarly for E f  % 5); so that  these terms have been d m p p  
(101). Also note that 4, depends only on the statistics of the 
(103) 
cl f r o m  




disturbances (i.e. winds), but does not vary with the control sequence. 
Now, note that since % depends only on past measurements, using a 
well-hewn lemma on conditional  expectations r-8 1 , 
A A 
where and Wk are the  conditional  expectations E (s I Yk> , E ( Wk I Yk> 
respectively. Note that % and W are the components of in (89) so 
that % and W are obtained f r o m  the f i l ter  output. Substituting (104) 
0. A 





Minimization of Ik with  respect t o  uk results in 
A * A 
= - % - l C G l k r c  + G W 1, a.e. 2k k (106) 
Note tha t  since 5 and W depend only on the past measurement, so k 
does x, and tfie res*iction on uk is  thus satisfied by (106).  Now, 





A A A 
plk-l $'P*$ - G;kR;;lGa + Q,  Pm = Q (108a) 
- A - A 
~ = % - ~ , w k = w k - w k .  (109b) 
Since, Wk and are gaussian random variables, it is hown tha t  
1211 E(%$), E(%W&) and E(W W') do not depend on the value of %; hence, 
" " I I  
k k  
?k-l is constant as far as minimization with respect t o  u. .  Since, 
(107) is of the same form as (100) except fo r  a constant, the above 
1 
steps can be applied t o  I and continue the i terat ion unt i l  I is  
obtained. Hence, the follming theorem summarized the result obtained. 
k-1 ' 0 
Theorem 1 The opt% control problem posed by (501, (721, (741, (85) 
and (93) has a unique solution (a.e.1 which is given by (1061, (108) and 
(102 1 , 
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The control is seen to consist of two parts. One uses the aircraft 
state e s t h t e s  for  feedback; note  that  the  gain  associated  with this term 
is the same gain as the case when no disturbance is present. Thus t h i s  
tm accomplishes the s t ab i l i t y  about the  glideslope  to  be followed; 
i.e., i f   t h e  aircraft is  not on the glideslope, its effect w i l l  be t o  
bring the aircraft back on the glideslope. The second term uses the 
disturbance estimates; it acts as a preventive measure so that  i f  a 
disturbance  that w i l l  t h m w  the aircraft off  the  glideslope is  estimated 
by W .  corrective control action w i l l  be taken before the aircraft is  off 
the glideslope, and thus prevent flight path effors as much as possible 
k' 
before  they  occur. 
C. Constant Feedback Gains 
From the expression (11) for the control, it is seen that the feedback 
gains H and H2k vary with time, i.e. with k. Implementation of t h i s  
control l a w  would require solving the equations (1081, (102)  backwards, 
lk 
star t ing at K M, t o  determine the gains at each sampling instant, then 
storing  these  gains on an  on-bard computer t o  use them in the computation 
of the control. This muld place a great burden on the computer's 
memory  capacity and speed. The use of these time varying gains, however, 
is not necessary to obtain a good performance and s tabi l i ty .  It is 
possible  to  use  constant  values  for  the feedback gains \ and H2ky thus 
avoiding implementation complexity. In fact, with the use of constant 
gains t o  determine the control in (111, the  contml computations r e q u h  
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very l i t t le  complexity in the on board computer. In t h i s  case, it is 
necessary t o  store the elements of 5 and H and compute (11) within 
a time period T, i.e. the sampling period. For the  system considered 
2 
here,  the rider of elements in 5 and H2 is 45, and the nmiber of 
multiply-add operations required for each update of the  control is 45. 
Thus, the  control computations can be easily implemented on an on board 
computer. 
To compute the constant gains t o  be used, it is necessary t o  solve 
equations (108) and (102)  backward. It is known tha t  P converges t o  
a steady value under very loose conditions C211, which are sat isf ied by 
l k  
the aircraft equations (50) .  The convergence of P when +I has  unstable 
p l e s  is not always guaranteed. The following theorem given here without 
2k  W 
proof specifies necesSary and sufficient  conditions  for  the convergence 
of PZk. Let p ($1 denote the largest of the absolute values of the 
eigenvalues of 4 .  
Theorem 2 Let P converge. Then P given by (108) converges i f ,  
and only i f  , 
Ik 2k  
Thus, the convergence of P and H k depends on the degree of 2k 2 
instabi l i ty  in the disturbance mdel. For the wind mde l  considered here 
P (+Iw) has a value of 1 , while p (9  - r 1 is less than 1. Hence, the 
above condition is  satisfied,  and P H2k both  converge. The steady 
value of P2k and the  gain H2k can be computed f h m  (108) and (102). 
5 
2k  ' 
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The steady state value,of P was computed using a non-iterative 
approach 1281; i.e., the' steady state value, say P was computed without 
using (108a) whidh requires a large rider of i terat ions  to  converge. 
In any case, t h i s  computation muld be done off-line and place no real- 
time requirements. The steady state value of P was  also computed using 
a non-iterative method, developed by the  author, which will not be given 
here. This method also reduced off-line computation time. Then, the 
gains % and H2 w e r e  determined using (11) and (102b). These gains w e r e  
stored and used in the simulation of the control system. To avoid 
exkremely high  control commands which might be caused by component or  
sensor failures and would place high stress on the  control surfaces 
limiters w e r e  placed as shown in Figure 5. Note that  the s tabi l izer  and 
throttle commands ( u ~ ~ ,  u ~ ~ )  are rate commands. If the s tabi l izer  and 
throttle positions are needed, a hold circuit followed by an integrator 






Using the rmdels developed i n  the earlier sections a versat i le  
digitalaomputersimulation was developed. The filter and the control 
l a w  developed for  the  capture of a steep 6 O  glideslope were simulated on a 
d ig i ta l  computer. The aircraft equations of mt ion , l inear ized  abut  a 
6 O  glideslope developed in Section 1 I . A  and discretized for simulation 
in Section I I . C , w e r e  coded on a d ig i ta l  computer t o  simulate  the  mtion 
of the aircraft. The wind mde l  developed in Section 1 I . B  was used t o  
generate random gusts as well as steady winds t o  simulate the w i n d  
conditions for the simulation of a given f l ight .  The MLS receiver outputs 
and on board sensor outputs were simulated by corrupting  the  position, 
velocity and at t i tude of  the aircraft by noises  characteristic  of  present 
day sensor errors, the mdels for  these sensor e m r s  are  given in 
Section 1 I I . A .  Thus, the simulation developed included the following: 
1. a i rc raf t  mt ion  in the longitudinal axis 
2. wind conditions (gusts and steady winds) 
3 .  sensor errors 
4. f i l ter  
5. control l a w  
Major parameters such as turbulence levels, steady winds w e r e  lef t  
as input variables in the simulation developed t o  allow for   versat i l i ty  
of use. Thus, t o  simulate the   a i rc raf t   mt ion  under different wind 
conditions it is only necessary t o  specify  the  values  of  the wind gust 
and steady w i n d  velocity parameters. The major parameters that can 
be specified include: 
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1. the standard deviations of wind gusts 
2. scale of  turbulence 
3. steady wind velocities 
4. standard deviations of the noises of each sensor and MLS 
5. initial conditions at the start of glideslope capture 
6. sampling rate, T 
Note tha t  by varying the sampling rate, T, it is possible to simulate 
varying rates for  the  reception  of MLS data; by varying the  noises on the 
various sensors, it is possible  to degrade the quality of the MLS signal 
by adding noise  to it and similarly for the other  sensors. 
A .  constant  gain Kalman fi l ter  w a s  developed t o  f i l t e r  out  the  noise 
present i n  the various sensor outputs and to  obtain estimates of various 
unmeasured parameters, such as wind velocities, and angle of attack. 
The f i l t e r  combines position  data from the MLS with air  data f r o m  
on-board sensors, body-munted accelerometer data and aircraft a t t i tude 
for this purpose. The estimtes output by the fi l ter  are used t o  compute 
the control commands. The simulation runs =de under varying wind 
conditions  indicate  that.  the e s tk t e s  supplied by this f i l ter  follow 
the actual aircraft praneters with l i t t l e  error. 
A d ig i ta l  automatic control l a w  for  the  longitudinal axis t o  
capture and follow a 6O glideslope was  developed. The design procedure 
used was the  general  quadratic  regulator  theory  with  the  mdifications 
described in Chapter IV. The control l a w  uses constant gains in the 
feedback loop, and also uses wind velocity estimtes provided by the 
filter t o  retrim the aircraft and reduce the  deviations caused by the 
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wind gusts. The 4D aspect of the control l a w  is due t o   t h e  fact that 
the position m r  fed back is the  difference between the actual aircraft 
position and its desired position at each instant of time. Thus, the 
.aircraft control l a w  tries t o  bring  the aircraft t o  a specified position 
at  a specified time. The contra1 l a w  was simulated under various wind 
conditions and f r o m  different initial conditions as shown in Figures 6 - 12. 
The 4D errors in position, errors in sink rate and inertial speed are 
shown in the various plots. The p e r f o m c e  of the aircraft in capturing 
a steep 6 O  glideslope f r o m  leve l   f l igh t  at  120 knots appears t o  be 
acceptable. 
Various simulation runs for capture and glideslope following are 
shown in Figures 6 - 12.  The initial conditions corresponding t o  time 
zero, 30,000 ft.  f r o m  the runway and an al t i tude of about 3,153 f t .  have 
been specified as the beginning of the capture mde; i.e. at time zero 
the aircraft is trimmed for   level   f l ight  at 1 2 0  h o t s  (202.536 ft/sec); 
the  capture d e  is switched on when the aircraft's estimated al t i tude 
below the glideslope is 45 f t .  Thus, the initial 4D vert ical  error 
shown in the simulation plots is not  interpreted as an error but as a 
starting point f r o m  which the glideslope is t o  be acquired. Similarly, 
the initial conditions for pitch, sink rate, thrust , stabi l izer ,  etc. are 
at the values required' for level  f l ight .  The units used in the plots 
are f t .  for distances, ft/sec. for velocities, degrees for angles, 
degrees per second for angular rates and seconds for time. Thrust is 
expressed in pounds, t h ro t t l e  in degrees (on the stick), elevator, and 
s tabi l izer  i n  degrees. During the initial capture period, the 
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aircraft acquires  the 6O glideslope by retrin-uning the  stabilizer  position, 
while the thrust is reduced. The elevator initiates the pitch-down 
mtion,  necessary t o  acq-e a sink rate (A) of about 21 ft/sec. The 
set t l ing time for pitch, pitch rate, sink rate is about 10  seconds, 
while the  position errors and speed take  longer t o  reach  their  steady 
values. No extreme values are required for the controls during capture, 
and overshoots are not excessive.although, in conprison to the usual 
3 O  capture, the 6 O  capture is a relatively large change i n  f l igh t  
condition. 
To compare the effects of various levels of wind gusts, steady winds 
and sensor errors, the  hypothetical case of no sensor noise and no wind 
w a s  simulated (Figure 6 ) .  The aircraft mt ion  fo r  t h i s  case is smoth, 
and after capture the deviations f r o m  the glideslope settle t o  zero. The 
introduction of sensor noise on the measurements (Fig. 7) causes slight 
but noticeable deviations f h m  the  glideslope in a l l  the  variables; 
t h i s  is caused through the errors  in the e s t h t e s  of the aircraft 
variables due t o  imperfect measurments. The effects of wind gusts on the 
aircraft response can be seen in Figures 8 - 10 .  The turbulence levels 
are specified through the  standard  deviation of longitudinal  gust 
velocities, 0 and the vertical gust velocities, ow. As can be  seen 
from the  plots,  the wind gusts affect the aircraft mtion  considerably. 
The control  action increases in   order   to  reduce the f l igh t  path deviations 
f r o m  the glideslope by using the proper feedback. The maximum deviations 
w h i l e  following the glideslope are within acceptable limits in   the  
various w i n d  conditions. It should be noted that these deviations could 
be further reduced by allowing a higher  level  of  control  activity. 
U’ 
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This can be achieved simply by reducing the value of the elements of R 
in the cost function (92). To see the effect of a higher sampling rate 
on the performance of  the aircraft mt ion ,  a rate of 1 0  per second 
instead of 5 per second was used for  incoming data and control c o m d s .  
This case is shown in Fig. 1 2 ;  a slightly tighter performance in the 
aircraft deviations can 3e seen; however, the basic response character- 
istics are the same. It should be noted, however, t ha t  even though 
rates of 5 per second appear t o  be satisfactory for glideslope capture, 
the flare maneuver m y  require a higher rate. In  general, the control 
law appears t o  be performing satisfactorily  during  the  glideslope 
capture and glideslope following phases of final approach. 
The various  plots  with  sensor  noise and wind gusts show that   the  
constant gain filter tracks  the  various parameters with considerable 
accuracy. The case for  no wind and no measurement error (Fig. 6 )  is 
given as a reference for comparison of  the effects of inducing sensor 
noise and winds of various mgnitudes. The case of no measurement noise 
(Fig. 6) shows no noticeable e m r  in the e s t k t e s ,  as would be 
expected. When measurement noise i s  introduced (Fig. 7 )  errors in  the  
estimates become noticeable. When w i n d  gusts are intmduced (Fig. 81, 
the errors in the estimates increase slightly;  however, this increase in 
the errors is small in comparison to   t he  emors due t o  sensor noise 
(Fig. 7) .  Also note that the wind velocities are estimated with 
accuracy, the measurements containing information about w i n d  velocities 
are airspeed and the  accelerations;  these appear t o  be suf f ic ien t   to  
track the wind  velocities. Steady winds are also estimated with accuracy 
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as can be seen in  Fig. 9. Figure 11 shows a case where the initial 
values of the estimates are different than the actual values. In 
general, it can be said that the  constant gain Kalman f i l ter  has a 
satisfactory performance in  f i l t e r ing  sensor noises  out and providing 
estimates  of unmeasured variables. 
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V I .  Conclusions 
In the previous sections a digital   automtic  control l a w  for steep 
glideslope capture and glideslope tracking was developed. The control 
l a w  consists of a f i l ter  and a controller. The filter accepts MLS data, 
air data, at t i tude data and body-munted accelerometer data, filters 
out  the sensor noise in the measurements and outputs e s t k t e s  of  the 
measured variables, aircraft velocities and w i n d  velocities. The 
controller uses these estimates t o  compute surface sett ing commands. 
A d ig i ta l  computer simulation  of  the aircraft mtion,  sensor  noises, 
w i n d  conditions,  the f i l ter  and the con-hroller has been developed t o  
test the concepts used in the development of  the  overall  control l a w  
for  automatic steep glideslope capture and tracking. On the basis 
of the simulation results, the use of steep glideslopes during the 
glideslope capture and glideslope tracking phases of  the final approach 
appears t o  be feasible. 
For the f i l ter  concept used in t h i s  study, the use of costly 
iner t ia l  platform  data can be replaced by less costly body-munted 
accelerometer data (which have less accuracy) t o  obtain sufficiently 
accurate estimates of the variables needed for control purposes. It m y  
be possible t o  eliminate the use of accelerometer data using t h i s  type 
filter a s  long as accurate MLS data is available; however, as inexpensive 
accelmmeters are available,  this case was not considered here. 
Further research is required t o  determir-e if the accuracy of velocity 
and acceleration estimates obtained  using  only MLS data would be 
sufficient for successful automtic landing under turbulence. The 
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simulation results also indicate that the concepts used i n  the develop- 
mt of the control l a w  can provide  successful con-1 action  for  steep 
glideslope  capture and tracking undw various  levels  of  turbulence. 
Another critical phase of  the final approach t o  landing is the 
flare maneuver. During a steep approach, due to   l a rger  changes in pitch 
and sink rate required,  the f la re  lTLaneuver is mre critical than  for 
shallower approaches. Thus, further research to investigate the problems 
which my be encountered in flare during a steep approach muld be 









Figure 2 Definition of coordinate axes, angles and forces. 
(Oo, 8 ,  4 are measured positive ccw, o.  a, cw) T 0’ w’ - 
Coordinate 
Transformation 
Figure 3 Wind Gust Velocity Model 
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Lr 
Figure 4 Filter Block Diagram (vectorial form) 
from 






t o  a c t u a t o r  
servos 
Fi,me 5 Block Diagram of Control System 
(c is a d i sc re t e  spec i fy ing  cap tu re ;  
5 means t h e  control system is not  
i n  t h e  g l i d e s l o p e  c a p t u r e  mode) 
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Figure 7a Glideslope Capture and  Glideslope Tracking 
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-1 t Figure 8a Glideslope Capture and Glideslope Tracking 
Simulation:  Measurement Noise Present and 
Average Wind Gust (a, = 2 ft/sec., uu 1 ft/Sec 
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Glideslooe Capture and Glideslo?e Trackin: 
Simulation: ?Teasurenent  Noise Present, 
Average tJind Gusts (aU 2 ft/sec., 
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Figure 10a  Glideslope  Capture  and  Glideslope  Tracking 
Simulation:  Measurement  Noise  Present, 
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F i g b e  lla Glideslope Capture and Glideslope Tracking 
-1 Simulation: Measurement Noise Present, Average 
Wind Gusts (au = 2 f t /sec. ,  uu = 1 ft /sec.)  
and I n i t i a l  Estimate Errors 
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Figure 12a  Glideslope Capture and  Glideslope Tracking 
Simulation: Measurement  Noise  F'resent, High 
W i n d  Gusts (au = 4 ft/sec., uu = 2 ft/s-.), 
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Table 1 Standard Deviation Values for the  
Simulation of Sensor Noises 
I Variable I Standard  Deviation 
L . l o o  /sec 
I yc, I . 0 31° 
Ya 2 %  
I Yg I .005 g 
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Appendix A 
The  aircraft  equations  of mtion which are used  in  the  simulation 
and for the  development of the  filter and control  law  were  developed in 
Section 1I.A. The final form of the  continuous  equations  as  given  in 
equation (50) is  repeated  here  for  convenience 
x = A x + B u + D w  
The form of the  matrices A, B and D are also given in Section 1I.A. 
In this  appendix,  we  shall  give  the  expressions  for  the  non-zero  elements 
of these  matrices in terms  of  the  aircraft  stability  derivatives;  the 
stability  derivatives are assumed  to  be in the  stability axis.  
mg cos0 mg sin0 - 0 "1 - - > " 2 "  - 0 
9Os  sos 
Y 
1 2  
Y % = PU0 3 
where S is  the  wing area, I? the  mean  aerodynamic chord and p is the  air 
density.  Using  these  variables,  the matrix elemats are  given  below: 
88 
Thus, given  the  stability  derivatives of the akraft, the A , . B  and 
D matrices  can  be  computed. 
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